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Abstract
Databases introduce a number of unique security
requirements for their users and administrators. On one
hand, databases are designed to promote open and
flexible access to data. On the other hand, it’s this same
open access that makes databases vulnerable to many
kinds of malicious activity. This article is the first in a
series that will look at a number of database-specific
security concerns and guide you as you attempt to steer
your databases clear of these obstacles.
 Threats, vulnerabilities, and attacks for operational
safety can be caused by both unauthorized and
authorized activities of some database users. For this
reason, it is important to build a security database
management systems. The recent expansion in
communication and data distribution networks has
resulted in a range of new security threats. The Internet
architecture generates new threats, new problems that
have to solve.
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INTRODUCTION

Internet systems are very complex, they
involve a variety of machines, operating systems,
languages, and applications exchanging information
using a rather simple protocol. The complexity of the
systems involved and the limitations of the typical
protocols used provide ample opportunities for hackers
to attack these systems.

Security is a journey, not a destination. You
should never assume that any product or technique is
secure, because you can't possibly know what new
attacks will become possible in the future. Many
security vulnerabilities aren't published because
attackers want to delay a fix, and manufacturers want
to avoid negative publicity. There's an ongoing and
unresolved debate over whether publishing security

vulnerabilities encourages or helps prevent further
attacks.

Over the last ten years, organizations have
embraced Intranets and Extranets enthusiastically. This
is not surprising. Intranets and Extranets offer clear
cost savings and ease of installation compared with
older leased line networks or WANS based on
proprietary technology. Furthermore, they enable
highly productive and cost effective new ways of
working. Organizations can use Intranets and Extranets
to distribute information more cost effectively and in a
more timely manner. They can use them to build a
wide range of self-service applications that help reduce
administrative costs. And, they can use them to
improve collaboration among employees across the
organization and with business partners.

When we analyse the information security
system we must consider the following questions:
• How real are the threats?
• Can easy access information the employers?
• The information can be secure transmitted through

network? How can the institution fight against
unauthorised access?

• How, when and what information access the users?
• How institutions administrate that wide system?

Information security is huge and wide
subject and it covers a lot of imperfections. In few
words, the security information assures the necessary
mechanism against unauthorised users.

The information that has to protect is:
 Complex: classified or protected information;
 Simple: computer address, employee address or

email address, etc.

SYSTEM SECURITY ENGINEERING

Determination of security requirements and
mitigation of threats, vulnerabilities, and attacks are
nontrivial activities for most computer systems. To
deal with this problem, a new discipline has emerged in
the security community known as system security



engineering. This discipline allows one to determine
the optimal approach for a particular system based on
an identification of all relevant factors and
impediments to security.

The system security engineering suppose the
following process [AMO94], shown in figure 1:
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Figure 1. System security engineering

In order to define a good security policy is
necessary to determine basic threats that may be
present on a computer system and the associated
vulnerabilities and attacks that make such threats
possible.

In short terms, the security  [SUM97] is the
protection against:

 Illegal (unauthorized) data disclosure
(confidentiality)

 Illegal data modification (integrity)
 Illegal data destruction
 Denial of service

and type of attacks:
 Viruses and worms [COH94, KAN00];
 Web site defacing and hijacking

[YAH00];
 Illegal access to information [CHI00,

GAR97];
 Privacy violations;
 Denial of service [FAR00];
 Cyberterrorism;
 Spam activities, etc.

In order to understand the database security
policies it is possible to visualise the structure of a
computer system as a hierarchic set of levels. These
levels correspond to the levels of the structure of the
software / hardware architecture.

DATABSE SECURITY MECHANISM

Database security mechanism normally is
applied to one or more of these levels, as follow:

 At the physical or network level. At this
point, cryptographic protocols may be
applied. It corresponds to the
management of the files system.

 At the Operating System (OS)  we have
memory protection and file rights.

 At the DBMS level. There is many
authorisation models that have been
proposed. [DENN82, DION81, CAST94,
IORD01, HRU76].

 At the application level it can be define
authorisations using the conceptual model
of the system, and other functionality
users procedures, including visual
cryptography.

In the case of the INTERNET architecture we
can interpret these levels as shown in figure 2.
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Figure 2. Security levels for Internet architecture



The database Internet structure is defined
based on security levels shown in figure 2. In that way,
the database designer answers the information security
system questions. So, he can build the database
security policy.

DATABASE   SECURITY  POLICY

The policy power consists in the institution
capability for implementing a strategic users access
control plan. This plan has to contain practical
solutions in order to solve the threats, vulnerabilities,
and attacks detected.

The security policy advert to:

1. Access control:
 Users authentication;
 Interaction authorised between users and

protected information.
2. Firewall:

 In order to decide the rules of access.
3. Management and administration instruments:

 Centralised management;
 Administration ( creation, sustenance, and

deletion users and their rights);
 User’s activities account.

4. Audit, monitoring , and warning technologies:
 Recording system events;
 Monitoring the whole activities;
 Automatic notification of a pre-set or

unusual event.
5. Antiviral solution:

 For prevention, detection and/or virus
signature correction or his effects.

6. Cryptographic technologies:
to assure:

 Privacy;
 Integrity;
 Non-repudiation,

 through software and hardware mechanisms.
7. Management cryptographic key technologies:

 In order to assure the cryptographic
support for coding and digital signature:

 generate,
 emitting,
 revoke,
 destroy

cryptographic keys.

8. Increasing level for users authentication
technologies:

 Hardware devices such as smartcard,
fingerprint, etc. for intruder detection:

 Network scanning for network security
attacks detection;

 Incidents detection.
9. Physical level security:

 Physical access.

10. Advise:
 To establishing a proper security policy;
 To designing, selecting, implementing,

and setting a proper environment of
security.

For example, in order to user’s access control,
we can use de visual cryptography elements.[NSH94,
IORD01, STIN98, STA98] as it is shown in figure 3.:
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Figure 3. Visual cryptography applied

Also, this method can be used against
operations over Internet architecture that are execute by
a program or application, without human presence.

If the database designer and database
administrator has answers or solutions for every issue
of the security policy we can say the database security
system is secure or the security is improved.

CONCLUSIONS

The complexity and variety of the database
Internet will continue to increase. New technologies
will become widespread and bring along new
problems. Attacks will increase, with new modes of
attacks that generates new vulnerabilities. What this
means is that the Internet as a whole will continue
being insecure and the most we can do is to secure our
own systems. This also means that there are ample
opportunities for research and for new products.

To implement the security policy, the designer
should consider:

• Design or rebuild de database system
structure;

• Identify the threats, vulnerabilities, and
attacks;

• Estimate component risks;
• Identify and install countermeasures;
• Implement countermeasure for every

issues of security policy;
• Estimate financial costs.

We propose here a methodology to coordinate
database security mechanisms that should increase total
system security. The idea is to define a set of issues.
The designer should find answers for almost all of
them.
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